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About This Content

Toronto Pearson International Airport (IATA: YYZ, ICAO: CYYZ), officially named Lester B. Pearson International Airport
(frequently shortened to Toronto Pearson, Pearson Airport, or simply Pearson), is an international airport serving the city of

Toronto, Ontario, Canada, the Greater Toronto Area, and the Golden Horseshoe, an urban agglomeration of 9.2 million people.

Pearson Airport is the largest and busiest airport in Canada. It is the main hub for Air Canada. It is also a hub for passenger
airline WestJet and cargo airline FedEx Express.

Accurate replica of Toronto International Airport, Pearson, updated 2017

Precise modeling, from original references, photos and other studies

Customized lanes, decks and taxiways, with ambient occlusion included in the textures

Fingers Auto Gate with VGDS - by Marginal

Static objects, vehicles and aircraft are present in this work
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Avenues and streets with personalized and standard vehicle traffic

Custom Airport Mesh and adjacent areas

Underground passages created with Mesh Remexe tool - Mesh Remexe Tool - Joz

HDR lighting with custom night textures

Custom textures with ambient occlusion

Service of ground animating and traffic (default) of aircraft - requires plugin ‘Ground Traffic‘ by Marginal

Custom Approach Lights (ALS) systems

Included taxi routes for aircraft, "taxi route"

Configured Ramp Start

De-ice system configured for some specific aircraft - Use Auto Gate Datarefs

Winter texture, only the Airport
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Title: X-Plane 11 - Add-on: Globall Art - CYYZ - Toronto Pearson International
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Globall Art
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Quad Core 3,0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card with at least 4 GB of on-board, dedicated VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Airport looks beautiful just like in real life. However I don't recommend the investment if you don't have a good computer as
your frames will be shredded. Refunding as the looks and price aren't worth the trade off in performance. If you can handle a
low frame approach and take off, or have a top tier graphics card, then it could be worth a look. I run a Ryzen 7 1700 and
gtx1060 6gb.. The Airport looks nice and it's everything I expected, but with that it is very fps heavy.
This Airport also seems to break toronto and toronto city center airport, so keep that in mind.. Airport looks beautiful just like
in real life. However I don't recommend the investment if you don't have a good computer as your frames will be shredded.
Refunding as the looks and price aren't worth the trade off in performance. If you can handle a low frame approach and take
off, or have a top tier graphics card, then it could be worth a look. I run a Ryzen 7 1700 and gtx1060 6gb.. It Is so pretty but it
could use a bit of some optimization. I take off from here almost every flight but I lose a solid 5-10fps. It is a fun busy Airport
with lot's of traffic and a bustling urban city highway system.. It Is so pretty but it could use a bit of some optimization. I take
off from here almost every flight but I lose a solid 5-10fps. It is a fun busy Airport with lot's of traffic and a bustling urban city
highway system.. The Airport looks nice and it's everything I expected, but with that it is very fps heavy.
This Airport also seems to break toronto and toronto city center airport, so keep that in mind.
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